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Village of Cumberland

Subject: FW: Development application Dunsmuir

From: Diana Fletcher  
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2019 10:56 AM 
To: Village of Cumberland <info@cumberland.ca> 
Subject: Development application Dunsmuir 
 
Mayor and Council 
Mr Wayne Rideout has applied for a development permit for his property on Dunsmuir and asked for a heritage alteration 
and parking variance i order to proceed. 
As owners of the adjacent property of the old King George Hotel we would like to support his application for both the 
heritage alteration and parking variance . 
The building provides much needed accommodation and will contribute to enhancing the vitality of the downtown 
 
Hugh and Diana Fletcher 
for Fletcher Holdings Inc 
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To the Cumberland Village Council, 

 

I am unable to attend this evenings council meeting and so am writing to 

express my strong opposition to the variance application for 2727 Dunsmuir 

Ave.  

 

My reasons are listed below 

 

1. There is already a significant shortage of parking in the downtown core 

and especially around this proposed building. Although it is not obvious in 

the slow months of January and February, when the nice weather begins it is 

vey evident with vehicles parking down the side streets and on many 

occasions I have seen bikers park across the street in the handicap parking 

spots.   

 

2.If this proposed development goes through, it will set a precedence for 

future development requirements. The Village needs to think about long 

term effects of this proposal going through and no accountability for parking 

and the impact that will have long term. 

 

3.The suggestion by the developer is that they require the variance in order 

to save money and create ‘affordable housing’. There is no guarantee that 

the developer will be providing this. Until an official agreement is in place 

with the Village (with specific definitions of what ‘affordable’ means), there 

is nothing holding them to the suggestion that these units might be 

affordable, and this should not be a factor in considering this variance 

application. It is any developer’s responsibility to develop a sustainable 

business model for themselves – in this case this must factor in parking for 

its tenants, regardless of the rent that they will be charging. 

 

This developer should be required to create underground parking to 

accommodate its future tenants and to avoid the negative impact inadequate 

parking would have in our downtown. 

 

Thank you for your time. 

 

Paola Brodsgaard 

 

 



As owners of XXXX Dunsmuir and XXXX Dunsmuir we are concerned with the amount of 

parking that is being requested by the variance permit for the proposed 2727 Dunsmuir 

project.  We see this as a problem for our residential tenants and commercial tenant, Seeds Food 

Market.  As there is already parking issues for us this will only magnify it.  We do not want to 

stop the developer from completing this project, but as a property directly beside them we would 

like to see them provide a fence of some sort installed between our properties so that his 

tenements do not encroach onto our property. 

  

We will not be able to make it to the meeting tonight but would like our above concerns entered 

into the decision. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Don and Cindy Hughes 
 



To the Village of Cumberland Planning Department, Mayor Baird and Council,  
 
 I am unable to attend this evening’s council meeting and so I am writing to express my strong opposition 
to the Development Variance Application for 2727 Dunsmuir Ave, Cumberland in relation to the parking 
requirements of the above mentioned property.  
 
There is already a significant shortage of parking in all directions surrounding the proposed new building.  
This effects local businesses and residents alike. 
 
The suggestion by the developer is that they require the variance in order to save money and create 
‘affordable housing’.  There is no guarantee that the developer will be providing this.  Until an official 
agreement is in place with the Village (with specific definitions of what ‘affordable’ means), there is 
nothing holding them to the suggestion that these units might be affordable, and this should not be a 
factor in considering this variance application.   
 
Comparing this development to the Braidwood affordable housing development is laughable at best. The 
projected rents for this building in Cumberland are at the high end of what Braidwood charges and 
without the amenities. As well, the argument that low income renters don’t usually have vehicles does 
not add up in Cumberland due to our relative isolation due to our distance from Courtenay/Comox.  
Braidwood is in a much more accessible area for people without vehicles.  
 
It is any developer’s responsibility to develop a sustainable business model for themselves – in this case 
this must factor in parking for it’s tenants, regardless of the rent that they will be charging. 
 
This developer should be required to create underground parking to accommodate it’s future tenants. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Kathryn West  
 



Hello 
 
Apologies on the lateness of this letter.  I have been on holidays and just got back today. 
 
As the manager of a business adjacent to 2727 Dunsmuir I have some concerns about the variance for 
parking.     
 
First of all – I think building more residences is a great idea.   We need more places for working 
Cumberland to live as the price of housing continues to be unattainable for many people who work in 
Cumberland.  It is also a potential boon for my business to have more people living close by and I 
welcome the higher density.   I do however strongly feel that the developer is misrepresenting 
themselves in this application - the picture on it makes the building and space look a lot bigger than it is 
– It is my understanding that the lot in 2731 is not part of the development but the picture makes it look 
as if it is.   I believe these apartments will have to be very very small!  
 
Second – 26 residences and a commercial area with only 7 parking spots (including in that # the one 
handicapped and electric car spot) is not enough.  Having spent the last ten years working and living 
near this location I can tell you that parking is already often at a premium.   During the high season 
parking is especially awful.   This does impact my business as if customers cannot find a place to park any 
place near by the store I lose out on customers as do other surrounding businesses.   I can’t see a 
situation in which you can legally not allow people to have a car with their living space either so there is 
no way this won’t impact downtown.  
 
In summation I believe the developer should rethink their strategy. (as we do think more residences is a 
good thing!) i.e.  12 apartments with seven spaces ; 16 apartments with 12 spaces?   Asking the 
neighbourhood to take on the burden of 24 extra spaces seems unfair and unrealistic and I would prefer 
this variance not be allowed.    
 
Thanks so much for your time and consideration,   
 

Patricia Leeson 

Seeds Food Market, Inc 

Building community through food…. 

P.O. Box 875 

2733A Dunsmuir Ave 

Cumberland, BC  V0R 1S0 

(250)336-0129   

www.seedsfoodmarket.ca 
 

http://www.seedsfoodmarket.ca/


    I am unable to attend this evenings council meeting and so am writing to express my strong 

opposition to the variance application for 2727 Dunsmuir Ave.    

 

My reasons: 

 There is already a significant shortage of parking in all directions surrounding the proposed 

new building.  This effects local businesses and residents alike. 

 The suggestion by the developer is that they require the variance in order to save money and 

create ‘affordable housing’.  There is no guarantee that the developer will be providing 

this.  Until an official agreement is in place with the Village (with specific definitions of what 

‘affordable’ means), there is nothing holding them to the suggestion that these units might be 

affordable, and this should not be a factor in considering this variance application.  It is any 

developer’s responsibility to develop a sustainable business model for themselves – in this case 

this must factor in parking for it’s tenants, regardless of the rent that they will be charging. 

 

This developer should be required to create underground parking to accommodate it’s future 

tenants. 

 

Thank you, 

Paloma Renaud 

 



Cumberland councillors: 

 

I am concerned that the new building may have systems that are very noisy and wonder if this 

has been addressed. Can you dirrect me to what Cumberland's noise bylaws are specifically for 

HVAC or general ones that are appropriate. Thank you Denise Alcott. 
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To Cumberland Council,

Re 2727 Dunsmuir Avenue at Cumberland Council meeting, 5;30pm Jan. 14 2019

printed'01/14/19
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I/We like and support the idea of making Cumberland more vibrant and modern while respecting its unique
heritage and character. But I/We can not see reasons to allow variances from our zoning requirements.
I/We have 5 important points to make to Cumberland Council about the proposal for 2727 Dunsmuir
Avenue.

l.It seems that this type of proposed development without zoning variances for rental units would be very
financially rewarding for the developer/owner based on generally available information of building costs,
ongoing costs and income stream from 24 rental units (at $700 each a month that is a minimum of $16,800
a month, plus income from two more rental units and leased commercial space). As well, it seems it would
be more financially rewarding if the contractor sells, s+ratifies or leases the whole building.

It is my/our view that the contractor, wi+hout undue hardship, would be able to develop the lot at 2727
Ounsmuir within the current zoning requirements.

2.1 am/We are concerned that allowing The proposed variances would create issues for the community
that cannot be alleviated, especially not by the proposed payments to Cumberland. To allow the variance in
parking from the required 32 spaces to 7 will affect local businesses when their customers have great
difficulty finding parking due to renters using the main street and other local streets. It will affect local
residents that use near by street parking, especially for multigenera+ional households. As well, the
renters will have great difficulty parking near their building.

The proposal does not even plan for places for bicycles, scoo+ers or wheel chairs. To allow for no secure
bicycle storage seems wrongheaded as the units are too small for bike storage. And perhaps the electric
car charger should be placed to allow for public use?

Also I am/ we are concerned that allowing less parking for this development may set a precedent for
future development and create much more unplanned, consequential filling up our streets with cars. Would
we have to let other apartment buildings on the main street do what is allowed at 2727 so as to not
discriminate?

Should There be a refresher of our OCP to plan to address this issue to ensure that development of rental
units with Their associated cars also maintains our community heritage type atmosphere, mana9es density,
and plans and sets aside areas in the town that can accommodate apartments of this size and their needed
parking.

S.These small units may have with people who need more support within the community and 11 we trust
that we ensure that there are appropriate locally available services for them. How will additional services
be planned and paid for?

^Maintaining our heritage look balanced with modern needs I/ we understand is part of our OCP. The
photo of the building is lovely but it looks out of place because it appears so high compared to
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Cumberland's other buildings and will block neighbours' light and views and some aspects like the
windows/balconies are very modern looking (sliding patio doors do not seem heritage). It might be helpful
to contractors if they had some examples of appropriate heritage windows, doors and balconies etc. to
choose from.

S.Our village needs more business and affordable residential rental in keeping with what makes our
community attractive -our homey, laid back, friendly, heritage type atmosphere. While we need a healthy
economy we also need to retain the reasons we are happy living here-why we chose to live and do business
here. Some change and growth is good and energizing balanced with our connection with the past and our
community ideals.

The modest town atmosphere of Cumberland is worth nurturing for current and future residents and
businesses.

Signed January 14, 2019

Signature Name Address
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